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RECENT RESULTS FROM GAMMASPHERE�I.Y. Lee, R.M. Clark, D. Ward, M. Cromaz, M.A. DeleplanqueR.M. Diamond, P. Fallon, A. Görgen, G.J. LaneA.O. Mahiavelli, F.S. Stephens, C.E. Svensson, and K. VetterNulear Siene Division, Lawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryBerkeley, CA 94720, USA(Reeived July 16, 2001)Three examples of reent nulear struture studies using Gammas-phere are disussed in this paper. (1) A rotational band has been iden-ti�ed in 108Cd. Its moment of inertia and quadrupole moment indiatethat this band has a shape with an axis ratio larger than 1.8:1. (2) Possible�Jaobi� shape transitions at high spin were investigated from studies of theontinuum gamma rays on a number of nulei. (3) Population of high-spinstates in neutron-rih nulei were studied in target fragmentation reations.States with spin up to 6�12~ were observed in a wide range of nulei.PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Tg, 27.40.+z, 27.50.+e1. Very extended shapes in 108CdNulei with superdeformed shapes have been observed in a number ofmass regions. Reent alulations by Chasman [1℄ predit that nulei withmass near 110 an have prolate deformations with a major-to-minor axis ra-tio larger than 2:1. In partiular, very extended shapes, were found for 106Cdand 108Cd, and these shapes beome yrast above I � 60. Moreover, the bar-rier against �ssion is alulated to be larger than 9MeV at I = 60 and largerthan 6MeV at I = 70, implying that the nuleus is stable against �ssion andthat it should be possible to observe the disrete gamma-ray deay of statesin this deformed minimum over a range of angular momentum. Enour-aged by these results, we performed an experiment to searh for suh shapesin 108Cd. High-spin states in 108Cd were populated in the 64Ni(48Ca,4n)reation with a 207MeV beam produed by ATLAS at Argonne National� Invited talk presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned ResearhWorkshop, dediated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland, Febru-ary 6�10, 2001. (2499)



2500 I.Y. Lee et al.Laboratory. Two staked foils of 500�/m2 64Ni were used as the target.Gamma rays were deteted with the Gammasphere array whih for this ex-periment omprised 101 detetor modules. A total of 3�109 events, withat least six lean gamma rays, were olleted. The o�ine data analysis wasfailitated greatly by the program Blue [2℄. This program produed an in-dexed database ontaining the energies and angles of all events. From thisdatabase, gated spetra of any oinidene fold an be produed in minutes.

Fig. 1. Spetrum formed from a summation of all triple-gated ombinations on in-band transitions for events with fold�4. Low-lying transitions in 108Cd are markedwith the angular momenta and parities of the initial and �nal states. The in-bandtransitions are marked with their measured transition energies and unertainties(in keV). The inset shows the relative intensity (as a perentage of the intensity ofthe 108Cd hannel) of the in-band transitions.As shown in �gure 1, a rotational sequene of gamma rays was found.This sequene is in oinidene with known transitions of 108Cd and its in-tensity is estimated to be 0.014 of the total yield of 108Cd. The angulardistributions of the gamma rays are onsistent with strethed quadrupoletransitions and the in-band transitions are assumed to be eletri in nature.A plot the dynami moment of inertia, J (2), is presented in �gure 2. To om-



Reent Results from Gammasphere 2501pare with nulei with di�erent mass, the moment of inertia was saled byA5=3/72 the value for a rigid sphere. The values of moment of inertia indiatethat this band has a superdeformed shape with an axis ratio of �2:1, similarto that of 152Dy. The rise at low rotational frequeny probably indiates ahange in the intrinsi on�guration. Assuming the kinemati moment ofinertia equals the dynami moment of inertia in the �at region of J (2), weestimate that the lowest state in the band has angular momentum, I ' 40and the highest has I ' 60. Note, the highest angular momentum low-lyingdisrete state observed in oinidene with this band is 16+. Thus, no dis-rete deay pathway was observed between the angular momentum regionfrom 40 to 16.
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Fig. 2. Dynami moment of inertia J (2), for the new band in 108Cd (irle) and theyrast SD band in 152Dy (diamond), saled by the values for a rigid sphere. Alsoshown with the dashed lines are the expeted values for rigid prolate ellipsoids withmajor-to-minor axis ratios of 1, 3/2, 2, and 3.In an e�ort to further de�ne the deformation of this band, limits onthe transition quadrupole moment were dedued by measuring the residualDoppler shifts of gamma rays emitted while the reoil nuleus is slowingdown in the thin target. A lower limit of 9.5 eb was established for thetransition quadrupole moment whih orresponds to a shape with axis ratiolarger that 1.8:1.2. Searh for the Jaobi shape transitionSir Isaa Newton pointed out that a rotating self gravitating liquid hasan oblate shape with the symmetry axis along the diretion of the angu-lar momentum. In 1834, theoretial studies by C.G. Jaobi showed that



2502 I.Y. Lee et al.above a ertain ritial rotational frequeny, the rotating liquid hanges toa triaxial shape rotating about its shortest axis. Nulear liquid drop modelalulations, inluding Coulomb and surfae tension fores, have shown this�Jaobi� transition an also happen in nulei. Figure 3 shows results fromseveral suh alulations [3, 4℄. For nulei with mass less than �160, thereis a ritial angular momentum LI at whih the Jaobi shape transitionours, and a higher �ssion limit, LII. Nulei with mass greater than � 160�ssion diretly from oblate shapes without going through the Jaobi transi-tion. The Jaobi shape exists in the high angular momentum region wheredisrete gamma ray transitions are usually not observed. Therefore, it isneessary to study the ontinuum gamma rays.

Fig. 3. Angular momenta at whih Jaobi shape transition and �ssion ours,respetively, alulated using �nite range model, liquid drop model and Thomas�Fermi model.We have studied reations indued by a 48Ca beam on thin targets of50Ti, 64Ni, 96Zr and 124Sn, whih produe ompound nulei 98Mo, 112Cd,144Nd and 172Yb, respetively. Gamma rays were deteted in the Gamma-sphere array, at Argonne National Laboratory, with the �hevimet� shieldsfor BGOs removed to improve the e�ieny of gamma-ray multipliity de-tetion. Gamma-ray spetra assoiated with eah K-value, the number ofGe-BGO modules hit by gamma rays in eah event, were obtained from thedata. The spetra were then �unfolded� by removing the Compton ontribu-tion and orreted for the peak e�ieny. These spetra ontain informationof the evolution of the gamma-ray energy as funtion of spin. Subtratingthe spetra withK�1 from the spetra withK, gives the energy distribution
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Fig. 4. Gamma-ray energies from ontinuum (solid squares), disrete lines (opensymbols) and alulations (lines) [5℄ as a funtion of spin for ompound nulei98Mo, 112Cd, 144Nd and 172Yb.of the highest spin gamma ray assoiated with K. To determine the averagespin value for eah of the K-value, we �rst onvert the K-value to gamma-ray multipliity using the multipliity response of Gammasphere. We thenused the gamma-ray multipolarity distribution, from the measured angulardistribution, to determine the spin from the multipliity. Figure 4 shows themeasured gamma ray energy as a funtion of spin ompared with results ofalulations. A linear relation between the energy and spin would indiatea onstant moment of inertia. The derease of the gamma-ray energy athigh-spin observed in Cd indiates an inrease in moment of inertia whihmay be due to the predited Jaobi shape transition. However, while thesedata appear onsistent with a Jaobi shape transition, other e�ets suh asshell struture and angular momentum alignment an not be ruled out atthis time.3. Population of high-spin states in neutron-rih nuleiFragmentation of fast beams is a very e�etive method for the produ-tion of neutron-rih nulei. A number of nulear struture studies have beenarried out either by using these nulei as seondary beams or by observ-ing their deay. A large amount of information has been obtained suh



2504 I.Y. Lee et al.as evidene for new shell losures and the spatial distributions of neutronorbitals. We are interested in the high-spin properties of the neutron-rihnulei. To determine the yield of the high-spin states in nulei produedin the fragmentation reation, we have measured the prompt gamma raysemitted from these reations. We used a 30 MeV/A beam of 13C on a thiktarget of 51V. This reation is the kinemati inverse of the typial beamfragmentation reation where a heavy beam bombards targets of lighter nu-lei. In our reation, the slow moving target fragments stop quikly in thethik target and most of the gamma rays will be emitted after stopping andbe observed without Doppler broadening. The experiment was arried outusing the Gammasphere at LBNL without the hevimet shields on the BGO.

Fig. 5. Single gated spetrum of 48Ti and double gated spetrum of 42Ar obtainedusing a 30 MeV/A beam of 13C on a thik target of 51V.Figure 5 shows a typial single- and a double-gated spetrum. From thesespetra, we have identi�ed about 70 nulei from 31Si to 56Fe and the mostneutron-rih nulei observed are along the line onneting 40Cl and 52Ti.We have observed sharp disrete lines from states with spins in the rangeof 6 to 12. Using the oinidene fold of the gamma rays, we obtained anindependent measure of the total angular momentum input of the reation
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Fig. 6. Highest spin disrete transition (rosses) and the average spin from oin-idene fold (squares) observed from the 13C+51V reations as a funtion of thefragment mass. The line indiates the results of a fragmentation model alula-tion [6℄.hannel. Figure 6 shows the highest spin disrete transition observed andthe estimation of the average angular momentum from the oinidene fold.The results show a trend of higher spins for heavier mass fragments whihis opposite to the results of fragmentation model alulation [6℄. This mayindiate that other reation mehanism ontribute at this beam energy of30 MeV/A, whih transfer additional angular momentum to the fragments.REFERENCES[1℄ R.R. Chasman, Phys. Rev. C64, 024311 (2001).[2℄ M. Cromaz et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A462, 519 (2001).[3℄ S. Cohen, F. Plasil, W.J. Swiateki, Ann. Phys. 82, 557 (1974).[4℄ W.D. Myers, W.J. Swiateki, Nul. Phys. A601, 141 (1996).[5℄ W.D. Myers, W.J. Swiateki, Ata Phys. Pol. B32, 1033 (2001).[6℄ M. de Jong et al., Nul. Phys. A613, 435 (1997).


